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S P E C I A L I S T I N A U T O M AT E D S O L U T I O N S

From design to
manufacturing, API Tech
develops tailor-made
industrial quality machines
Capable of meeting the specific design needs
of new machines, API Tech team also conducts
studies and carries out updates in order to
upgrade and renovate existing installations.
For the past few years, API Tech has been
strongly growing in the food tech industry with
its Smart Machines.
Food vending machines, Smart Pizza
and Smart Baguette, have proven to be a
tremendous success with the bakers and
professional pizza makers.
Fully designed and developed in-house, the
range of Smart Machines will soon welcome
new developments for the distribution of other
food products.

Since 2004, we
have specialised in
automation, electricity
and industrial IT.
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API Tech, a subsidiary of the Mentor
Group, benefits from the support and
security of a giant group worth 170M€
turnover and more than 970 employees.

Design of special machines
As each machine is unique, API Tech designs and conceives it following the
industry’s needs, expectations, and established criteria. The company can also
design and produce new tailor-made systems.

Mechanical study and realisation
API Tech carries out full mechanical studies of its projects using CAD program.
The company also makes prototypes and develops technological partnerships
with welding and mechanical companies located near the factory.

Industrial electricity
From power circuits to control circuits, from major works to cabling of a
cabinet and electrical panel, API Tech makes every effort to ensure a safe and
secure installation.

IT development
Engineers and IT developers produce fluid interfaces for both the end user and
the technical manager of the machine; a key role in facilitating communication
between the human and the machine.
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SMART CONCEPT

Establishment and
Smart Machines range
The Smart Machine concept also has its admirers beyond borders. Active in France, United Kingdom,
Germany, Belgium, Luxemburg, Netherlands, Norway and the USA, the Smart Machine presence is
constantly growing abroad.
Globally, the time spent on cooking meals is getting shorter. Lifestyles, staggered shift hours,
alternative food services all mean we eat quicker and at any time. With the digital revolution and the
smartphone apps, home delivery and takeaway food shops multiply every year. The Smart Machines
meet the current and future consumers ‘needs.
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Available soon

SMART NEO

only available in France
only available in France

SMART BAGUETTE

SMART PIZZA

Smart Machines Range
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Smart Pizza
RANGE
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SMART PIZZA

The new generation of
pizza vending machines
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2 hearth ovens
Preserve your
know-how quality

100% connected
Supply and sales
management facilitated

24/7
availability

Indoors or outdoors
Choose your location

96 pizza places
200 types of pizza

Pizza available
hot or cold

Complete settings
Photos and descriptions
of all available products

Types of payment
Bank cards and
contactless payment

Technical specifications

Model
JULIA

Electrical Rating

208V-240V / 60Hz / 3-Phase / 32A

Electricity Consumption

14 kW (for 2 ovens)

Weight

2200 lbs

Dimensions

67.7’’ W

67.7’’ D

90’’ H

1,720 mm W 1,720 mm D 2,287 mm H
Install Clearance

1’’ both sides

40’’ front and back

1’’ top

25 mm both sides 1,020 mm front and back 25 mm top
Dimensions Including Clearance

69.5’’ W

147.5’’ D

91’’ H

1770mm W 3760mm D 2312mm H
Refrigeration System

Refrigerant: R134a

Connectivity

Cellular | WiFi

Touchscreen Display Size

24’’

Oven System

2 Hearth Ovens + Grills

Max Temperature

662 °F

Outdoor Operating
Temperature Range

between -4°F and 104°F
between -20°C and 40°C

Adjustable Temperature
and Time Settings

Yes

Pizza Storage Capacity

96 pizzas

External Material

Painted Stainless Steel

Cover Design Material

Wrap: 80 microns Vinyl | Adhesive : Acrylic-Based
| Backing : PE-coated StaFlat + 75 microns PVC |
Minimum Durability : 7 Years with Vertical Exposure
in Central European Climate

Customized Cover Design

Optional

Bank Card Reader

Ingenico

Contactless Card Reader

Ingenico

350 °C
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SMART PIZZA

Features
Remote Management Software, quick and easy

Access to turnover
and sales statistics

Automatic shelf life
management

Price, discounts
and display control

Enter new products: photos and descriptions

Monitor sales in
real-time

Stock shortage /
Technical issues alert

$
Management of cold box
and oven temperature
(baking time, activation of
the grill, grilling time)

Types of payment : Bank
cards and contactless
payment

Consultation and actions from
Smartphone, Tablet, Computer

Online order mobile app
becomes available in 2021
Your clients order online and collect
their pizzas at the desired time

AVAILABLE ON
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AVAILABLE ON

Smooth ordering touchscreen

Choice of pizzas

Choice of payment

Chance to win a free pizza

Pizza delivery

Vending machines under your brand
The cover of the machine is customizable and could have your name on it

1 0 0%
izable
custom
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SMART PIZZA

How does it work ?

1

Preparation

Prepare your pizzas as you normally do. Use your
dough, sauces and toppings as usual.

2

Partial baking

In your professional kitchen or production centre,
you can choose to either cook your entire pizza up
to 75% or just the crust.
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Crispy dough

Fresh toppings

Grilling customized

through baking
out of the box

preserved with
the hearth oven

according to
the type of pizza
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Replenish the Smart
Pizza

Put your pizzas in the pizza box and bring them to
the vending machine! Replenish your Smart Pizza
by filling the empty shelves in the refrigeration unit
with Pizza Boxes.

4

Give a final cooking

As soon as the client orders a pizza, the Smart Pizza Robot will take the pizza and the aluminum plate
out of the Pizza Box and place it in the hearth oven.
The perforated aluminum plate stimulates the heat
circulation and bakes the dough all around, resulting in a better-tasting pizza. The customer can
choose to order a pizza cold and re-heat it at home,
or hot, ready to eat !

GUARANTEED FOOD HYGIENE

Cold chain maintained

Regular checks and notifications if anomalies

Temperature curve in real-time

Constant temperature control

Guaranteed traceability with archives over a year

Outdated pizzas automatically blocked
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SMART PIZZA

Options and accessories

box of
2000 units

Plant-based Pizza
box

Cleaning card

Box can have your name on it if
a minimum of 10,000 units are
purchased.
Length : 12,20 in
Width : 12,40 in
Height : 1,46 in

In order to clean the credit card
reader.

Aluminum cooking
interface

box of
2000 units

100% recyclable
Resistant and designed to
remove excess moisture off
the pizza and homogenize the
cooking process.
Hygienic : Avoids soiling the
hearth and the contamination of
food and/or allergens.

Cleaning note
In order to clean the banknote
reader.

Receipt paper roll
For the clients to print their
receipt.

Trolley
Facilitates the transport of
pizzas from production center/
professional kitchen to the
vending machine.
Metallic structure, 4 steerable
castor wheels, trolleys can be
attached to each other.

Transport container
Possibility to stack the
containers on top of each other.
Made in plastic material lined
with polystyrene, the isothermal
container preserves the cold
chain for at least an hour. No
risks of inside tipping due to the
aluminum racks.

Labels for zebra
printer
QR code are printed on these
labels so they can be scanned
by the machine when the order
is placed.

Cleaning pen
In order to clean the printheads
of Zebra printers.

API TECH is in position to provide other accessories: lettering, cleaning card for the money
interface, rolls of labels, rolls of receipts, zebra printer.
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Julia
Exterior designs

+

Long canopy

+

Commercial sign

PAYEMENT SYSTEM AREA
(different colors available)

+

360° commercial sign
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SMART PIZZA

Profitability

Projections for Smart Pizza
$80 496 excl VAT, 5 years financing, 11% Interest rate

Unit cost price

Calculation excl VAT ($)

Unit sold / Day

$2,00

Unit selling price

$11,50

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

Unit sold / Month

300

600

900

1 200

1 500

1 800

2 100

2 400

2 700

3 000

Sales Price

11,50

11,50

11,50

11,50

11,50

11,50

11,50

11,50

11,50

11,50

115

230

345

460

575

690

805

920

1 035

1 150

3 450

6 900

10 350

13 800

17 250

20 700

24 150

27 600

31 050

34 500

Cost to Make 12" Pizza

600

1 200

1 800

2 400

3 000

3 600

4 200

4 800

5 400

6 000

Pizza box

114

228

342

456

570

684

798

912

1026

1 140

Aluminum pizza plate

66

132

198

264

330

396

462

528

594

660

Electricity Usage

56

60

64

68

72

76

80

84

88

92

Cost to Refill Smart Pizza

175

250

350

450

550

650

750

850

950

1 050

Total monthly variable costs

1 011

1 870

2 754

3 638

4 522

5 406

6 290

7 174

8 058

8 942

621

724,50

828

931,50

1 035

Daily Revenue
Monthly net sales
revenue (30 days)
Variable cost

Fixed costs
Financing

1 746,17

Smart Pizza Management
Software

99

Waste

69

Rent

250

Bank card terminal fee
Bank card terminal commission
fee 3% turnover

103,50

207

310,50

414

517,50

Monthly insurance

50

Internet

50

Total monthly fixed cost

2 438

2 492

2 595

2 699

2 802

2 906

3 009

3 113

3 216

3 320

Monthly profit margin (Net)

0,33

2 591

5 157

7 723

10 289

12 855

15 421

17 987

20 499

22 962

4

31 096

61 888

Yearly profit margin (Net)
18

71

92 680 123 472 154 264 185 056 215 848 245 998 275 548

Break-even
point

6
pizzas
per day
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DISCLAIMER: API Tech cannot be held liable or bear any responsibility for the numbers used in the Profitability Example. We
share this information as examples to you, but it does not serve as a guarantee or promise of any kind for your results and
successes. If you decide to use the same information, reviews, products, services, tips, and techniques offered here. You are
encouraged to perform your own due diligence and research and are solely responsible for your earnings and results. Your
earning potential and results are contingent upon your personal circumstances, abilities, experience, and skills. Therefore, you
agree not to hold us and/or our officers, employees, successors, shareholders, joint venture partners or anyone else working
with us liable for any of your successes and failures directly or indirectly related to the information, reports, reviews, products
and/or services presented to you here.
1

2

Estimated non-contractual profitability
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Your project

20
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Do you wish to boost your business
with an innovative and reliable product?

Operational
24/7
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Quality of your
products preserved
Customized cooking
process

User
friendly

Remote
Management
System

A tailor-made solution for everyone
Investors
Invest in a fleet of Smart Machines and see a
fast Return on Your Investment.

Dealers and Representatives
Complete your Product Offer with the best
Pizza Vending Machine in the market. API
Tech receives a lot of interest from pizza
companies and investors across the USA.
To meet this demand we are searching for
dealers and representatives to represent and
assist API Tech with purchasing, installation,
maintenance, and after-sales services.

Site operators (construction sites,
office buildings, art centers,
universities and colleges)

Pizza Companies and Restaurant
Owners
Do you need a new selling point that preserves
your know-how and the quality of your
products? With our Smart Machines, you can
target a larger clientele and increase your
turnover without additional wage burdens.

Major Accounts (Pizza Chains,
Hotels, Entertainment Complexes,
and Theme Parks)
Smart Pizza is a great opportunity to sell
quality pizzas 24/7 without the inconveniences
associated with owning a brick and mortar
restaurant. If you are looking for ways to lower
your costs, increase your profits, and offer
a more affordable way of franchising, Smart
Pizza is made for you!

Offer your customers and employees a quick,
fresh, and hot meal.
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YOUR PROJECT

Project’s stages

1

Review
Advice and guidance by Smart Pizza representative

Options
Long canopy, Commercial sign, 360° commercial sign

Financing method
Cash, personal loan, leasing

Sites and light work
Vending machine’s location and installation work

2

Order
Choice finalisation and production launch

Documents to provide
ID, order form, proof of financing…

Direct debit (ACH) transfer initiated by API Tech
Seamless services

Sign order form
Finalization of order process
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3

Customization
Smart Machine is wrapped with your cover design

Aa Aa Aa
YOUR
LOGO

4

1 0 0%

izable
custom

Final step
Project realization

Preparatory work
Power supply, Internet

Installation and settings
Settings of customized parameters

Public opening
Organize the event!
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YOUR PROJECT

Financing, location and maintenance

A good location is essential
Because of the small footprint and the Remote
Management System, Smart Pizza can be be installed
at locations where it is normally too difficult or too
expensive to sell fresh pizzas.
As soon as a site seems suitable for your business, get
in touch with the council to find out whether the space
belongs to the local community or if it is privately owned.
In the latter, try to contact the owner and talk about your
project.
The API TECH team will advise you through the process.

A Well-Performing and Successful Smart Pizza
Smart Pizza will be operating most succesful when :
- Foot traffic : High foot traffic is one of the most
important factors when picking a location. As a general rule
a minimum of 50 full-time employees or equivalent foot
traffic is required for success.
Higher foot traffic equals more purchases. As a result, a
quicker return on your investment.
- Competition : When searching for a location it’s important
to research the competition. Are there other vending
machines in the area? Besides vending machines, are there
other food services nearby.
More competition equals less purchases. As a result, a
slower return on your investment.
- Exclusivity : Can you secure an agreement to be the only
provider of snacks and/or beverages at said location?
Having an exclusive agreement keeps competition away.
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- Machine Accessibility : Are there mandated “lockout”
hours when the machine must be off to make way for
federal or state programs? Is the machine accessible
during all hours of the day? Is the machine going to be out
in the open or tucked away from the center of activity?
- Permissions : Permission is usually required from
the decision maker to place a Food Robot in a facility.
Establishing a relationship with that person and
understanding the needs of their employees or customers
is vital. There may be contractual conditions to be aware of.
- Customer Service : Remarkable customer service is the
ultimate differentiator that will prevent your competitor
from stealing away your profitable location.
Make sure the machines are refilled and cleaned on
a regular basis. Solve and answer any questions your
customers have in due time.

Funding solutions
With API TECH, different payment types are possible. We adapt to your needs in order to make your
project a reality:

Personal loan with
your bank

Cash

Financing Options through
API Tech’s Partners

SBA loan

Support

To guarantee your Smart Pizza is a success, API Tech offers support and assistance with publicity and
marketing. Our team can help you with website design, social media publicity, and web marketing.
he after-sales service and maintenance are extremely important when selecting and purchasing a
Smart Pizza. You want to be able to enjoy your investment worry-free for as long as possible, and we fully
understand that.
Although our Smart Machines are true industrial machines designed to operate outdoors for years. At API
Tech, we lay great importance on our after-sales services and maintenance. Therefore our customers
benefit from:
- Telephone service available 7 days a week to provide fast remote assistance.
- On-site intervention by our extensive teams of technicians five days a week.
- Remote access of the Smart Machine to handle any technical issue and update its features.
- Receive alerts instantly on our servers about any technical issues.
- Preventative maintenance work and system checks at least once a year.
- Smart Pizza App to check in with machine 24/7.
- Extensive service and maintenance contracts.

Services

- Software updates
- Replacement of wearing parts

- 24/7 access to the AT Web (Smart Machine
Remote Inventory Management)
- Distance selling mobile app
- 4G internet connection
- Payment gateway for the payment terminal

2-years

rranty
wa

rranty wa

Maintenance

After the 2 year warranty is completed, the
warranty can be renewed annually.
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2-years

www.apitech-solution.com
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API TECH North America, Inc.
New York Chapter (FACC-NY) - 1375 Broadway, suite 504, New York, NY 10018

